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An investigation and analyize the risk of seismocity in sirjan city  

Zahra estahbanati zade, student of master deegri environmental geology
Abstract: 
In recording to this point that Iran is the part of Alp-Hemaliya seimic belt, so that it seems 
necessary to investigate and study  the seismocity different zones of Iran.The sirjan zone is 
located in changed sirjan- sanandaj zone, that is acconted the most active and unsteady 
structural zone of Iran .In this article we try to investigate the risk of seismocity in sirjan zone 
by using of two methods:statistic-probability and analyizes. In statistic probability method the 



 
determination of earthquake design will be tried regarding to occuring earthquake with specific 
magnitude by using of twenth century earthquakes statists that is occurred in cruising range of  km 
of investigated costruction case. By using of recent formulas we consider that earthquake with Ms=

 
rishter are occure more than earthquake with Ms= ,Ms=  rishter.In analyzing method at first we try to 
recognize major and important faults with recording distance (

 
km) around investigated zone.the 

maximum magnitude earthquake of active faults investigated zone is accounted  in according to recent 
expriemental relations.Then the maximum of acceleration resulting from seismocity              every 
fault in construction project is recording to the distance of supposed one from instruction and using of 
suitable relation regarding to statistic and geology information of zone.In this study, we used from air 
pictures and geology maps on a scale of 

 

.After recognizing 

 

faults , their length and the 
nearest distance of every fault from supposed city (sirjan) calculated. Then , the magnitude earthquake 
is created by every fault intencity , acceleration, velocity , horizontal movement and  vertical movment 
resulting from every fault in zone is determined by expriemental formulas .According to the 
calculations , the maximum intencity in site is related to Dehshir-Baft fault.The maximum velocity is 
used by a piece of Dehshir-Baft fault in the near of sirjan.The maximum intencity according to(g) is 
related to Davaran fault. The third piece of  Bardsir-Sabzevaran fault with maximum vertical 
acceleration , horizontal movement , vertical velocity ,horizontal  velocity and vertical movement is 
more dangerouse fault of zone. 
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